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MATERICA 

SFRIDO 

TOTAL LOOK 

antracite terra 

ocra 

polvere 

grigio corda bianco 

bianco nero grigio greige 

antracite grigio bianco sabbia 

blu avio 
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URBAN LIVING 

metropolis 

coastal 

dust blue jasper 

tan 

pearl 

sand titanium 
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CONCRETO 

extra light 

light 

medium dark 

rust rust drops gold 

light drops gold 

medium drops gold dark drops gold 

dark dry 

medium tide medium foam 

dark reef 

zoom foam shade zoom reef shade zoom foam glow zoom reef glow 

zoom mix 20 zoom mix 60 

extra light drops gold 
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STONECRETE 

AG CG DG G 

structured angle  inlay decor 

dimple deco dimple deco 
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JOIN 

glare candle wing levity  

manor plume chimney spice  

verve ink  

ARCH RESIN / PLAYGROUND   

berlin grey hong kong taupe new york sand 

london smoke tokyo white 

copenhagen ivory 
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CEMENT PROJECT  5.5 mm  

color 10 land color 20 land color 30 land 

color 10 work color 20 work color 30 work  

DOT  

deco dot greige deco dot grigio scuro deco dot grigio chario 

greige grigio chario grigio scuro 
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WIDE   

fog vapour  steel street 

ON SQUARE   

cemento avorio sabbia lavagna 

BE MORE  

white  chill rime vap 

haze dew 
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graphite 

DOWNTOWN   

ash  

ivory earth  ecru 

ONE   

mud rope gesso cement 

ground indigo 

salt clay road sunray 

RUN  
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BUILT  

path dam yard sidewalk 

block 

DESIGN INDUSTRY    

raw mix raw warm raw light raw grey 

oxyde rust oxyde light oxyde dark oxyde white 
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ALCHEMY 

frozen argent magnet 

mint navy 

copper 

RELATE   

blizzard veil wind crag 

trail mine land tide 

noir reef moss blaze 
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CAST IRON  

oxidum white black 

ALLUMINUM   

silver copper gold white 

METAL DESIGN 

FOUNDRY 

zinc alloy oxide rail 

brass copper calamine steel 
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ALCHEMY 7.0 

METAL  

copper titanium 

blue black white 

METAL 5.5 mm  

corten iron 

black white oxidum 

TATTOO  
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Terms and conditions  
    

 

Buyer Understands that all tiles  are subject to variations in technical specifications, including coefficient of 

friction due to the inherent variables in the raw materials and      production process.  Buyer must determine 

slip resistance suitability for any material use.  There is no warranty as to the suitability for any material use.   

SpecCeramics does not warrant that the tiles will not scratch, chip or show signs of wear.   

 

Claims concerning shade, appearance, caliber, finish or obvious defects in first choice production must be                 

communicated before the tile is installed.  No claims will be accepted for tile already installed for defects in 

other than first choice material.  If there is a claim or a defect,  SpecCeramics needs to be  notified in writing 

within 60 days after the goods have been delivered. 

 

Colors may differ due to printing and monitor settings. 

 

Sizes are not to scale in the catalog.  

 

To order samples—email samples@specceramics.com  

 

Please contact us for current inventory levels all tile is sold in full box qty only.  

 

SpecCeramics accepts—visa, mc, & American express.  

 

Thank you for choosing SpecCeramics.  

 

Product availability and pricing is subject to change.   
 
 

Corporate Office     San Francisco Design Library  

Orange County Design Library    886 Illinois St 

851 Enterprise Way     San Francisco, CA  94107 

Fullerton, CA 92831    415.701.0500 

714.808.0134      

     

West Hollywood Design Library   

8687 Melrose Ave 

Suite BM-11 

West Hollywood, CA 90069 

310.903.3392 

 
 
San Diego  

619.518.3011            

   

Hawaii   

800.449.SPEC 

 

AZ / NV/ UT        

480.798.6905 

 

Denver Area  

720.688.3918 

 

Please note that not all colors are  

available in all sizes, please  

contact your  sales representative 

for more information. 
 


